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fcEWYON COLLEGE
—that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.
VOL. I. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDA Y, AUGUST 13, 1830. NO. 3c
MYERS & BRIDGMAN, Printebs.
For the Gambier Observer. 
REJOICE EVERMORE.
Since happiness is the grand object of human 
exertion, it may seem strange that Inspiration 
deemed it necessary to lay upon mankind the in­
junction of continual rejoicing. Why should that
from the influence of the rays which emanate from the philosophers of old, who could oftentimes theo- 
the Uncreated Light, is now returning in an orbit j retieally expatiate upon the sublimest maxims of 
diminishing at every revolution. ’ morality, while in practice they willingly degraded
Religion, with a peculiar propriety, calls upon themselves below the beasts that perish; and un- 
all men to rejoice, for she has joys unspeakable to like those blind leaders of the blind, the Pharisai- 
—n —m -- — I cal teachers who would “bind and lay on mens’
shoulders heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, 
while they themselves would not move them with 
one of their fingers;” our blessed Saviour was a 
living law, and his example the golden rule of mo­
ral and religious perfection. “ Holy, harmless, 
undefiled, and separate from sinners,” he united 
with the power and majesty of supreme divinity, 
every grace which could sweeten, and every vir­
tue which could adorn, the loftiest qualities of per­
fected humanity.
It is not my present intention to enlarge upon 
the various points in which the Christian should 
strive to be conformed to the image of his ma ter. 
I merely wish to lead your readers to the contem­
plation of that plenteousness of love, that richness 
of mercy towards a world sitting in darkens and 
the shadow of death, which led the second Person 
of the blessed Trinity to come “ down from the 
bosom of the Father,” to “ take our infirmities, and 
bear our sicknesses;” and dually to “endure the 
cross, despising the shame” that “whosoever he­
li eveth on him should not perish, but have eternal 
life.”
Great as was this love, surpassing as was thij 
compassion, the true Christian will ever, in these 
respects, endeavor to imitate his divine Master. 
He will remember that “Christ suffered for us
offer all who will receive her into their bosoms.  
Though she reveals the malediction of the A1 
; mighty, pronounced upon mankind for their sinscourse of conduct be made a duty which every game time ^akes known the way of res.
one feels, as he thinks, disposed to adopt from a | toration tQ the Divinc favor. Such is the unlimit- 
regard to his own interest? Can an individual be
found who would not always rejoice, if the mate­
rials of rejoicing were in his power, without an 
express command ? Who would willingly drug the 
wine in the cup of his bliss with poisonous sub­
stances?—1 Iis knowledge of mankind is yet very 
limited, who does not know that the fabric of hu­
man happiness, when it has been able to withstand 
the shocks of external violence, is often demolish­
ed by the hands of the inhabitant: that discontent, 
envy, a suspicious temper, or a diseased imagina­
tion destroys the enjoyment which surrounding 
circumstances conspire to bestow, ?nd th at the un-1 
fortunate individual thus voluntarily A--’* himself' 
■of* fclio Iriaiio oP all luo crAtition. r*
The command to be happy would be but mocke-1 
rv, if compliance were put beyond the reach of! 
man. And indeed an incorrect view of the sub-'
ed fulness of the grace displayed towards our fall­
en race, that man is expressly co manded to re­
joice, lest, being a guilty and therefore suspicious 
creature, he should not dare to appropriate to 
himself the blessings freely and undeservedly of­
fered. Religion commands all men to rejoice, for 
she promises to conduct those who will put them­
selves under her guidance, in safety through all 
the dangers and vicissitudes of human life, and at 
length to gain their admittance into the regions of 
eternal bliss. While she bestows ipon prosperity 
all its real worth, she will never for sake her friends 
in the hour of affliction. She cor imands distress 
no 'onger to despond, and afflr '.»’A no longer to 
despair, for the trial will soOn he over/and the day 
past, and everlasting happiness succeed.
Even repentant guilt is invited, nay command-
■ ed, to rejoice in the certain prospect of forgivc- ject might lead to the opinion that the requisition j ness through her influence. She commands man 
of happiness under many circumstance* of life is to rejoice,'because she tfells him whence he is, for 
hard, if not insulting. Ought the captive in his ' wjiat purpose he was given being and so high a 
dungeon to be required to be happy? the slave, 'destination, thus removing the cloud of darkness 
while exposed to the lash of the task-master’s - - -
whip? the poor man, while subjected to the nume­
rous mortifications and ha: dships of his condition? i agitated mind,’ and bring over it a serenity like 
How can the man be expected to rejoice, who is I tj,at of tj1P summer sun-set.—She will smooth the 
suffering under the violence of disease ? In a word, path of Hfe, dispelling all imaginary fears, all use- 
can the sons and daughter* of affliction he required J fess anxieties. Religion offers to raise man from 
to join in the chorus of joyous voices, which ought j,;s preRPnt state of degradation, and advance him 
to ascend from every heart to the Giver of all j t0 ?j1P dignity which belongs to him by birth-right— 
good ? It must be acknowledged that unless we to break the galling yoke of sin—to open the doors 
view things as they are represented by our blessed of the prison-house,' and to give the wretched in­
religion, we must pronounce that rejoicing is very , n,.,teR tbe glorious liberty of the sons of God.— 
unbecoming mankind, surrounded as they are with Religion commands the whole earth to rejoice, for 
dangers,and shut out from the light of hope by the i sbe promises that, her influence shall remove or 
darkness of uncertainty, not knowing whether they 1 * ‘
were the sport of cruel demons, or were thrown 
out into the world beyond the concern or protec­
tion of their Maker. True, the combined influ­
ence of a lively imagination, and of a monstrous 
superstition, might, and once d d people every 
stream and fountain, every wood and valley, hea­
ven, earth and ocean with tutelary deities, almost aust—tnat the world st
without numbti, yet in the hour of distress and ; garden of Eden, where roses without thorns shall 
feaitul apprehension what was there in this extra- forPVer bloom, happiness dwell in every bosom,
vagant system which could buoy up the sinking1 - • ' ' .....................
heart of man? And when death drew near, and
the eye was closing upon ali familiar objects, and 
dreadful thoughts came thronging into the mind in 
regard to the state, which, perhaps, might succeed 
this transient life, what could be found that would 
prevent the soul from being filled with horror and
despair? I hanks be to the infinite mercy of our divine author, a perfect conformity to its require- 
Redcemer, life and immortality have been brought j ments, and a practical illustration of its principles, 
to light. are set forth to us in the most vivid light, and dis-
6 , played to our view in the liveliest colors. Unlike
which hung over this most important subject, im
penetrable to philosophic eyes. She will calm the I leaving an example that we should follow his steps 
he will call to mind the words of hi.- beloved Sa­
viour, “I have given you an example that ye 
should do as I have done to you;” he will look 
around upon this poor world of ours, and view the 
hundred'- of millions yet under the grevious do­
minion of the “prince of this world.” Pilled with 
love to God and man, his heart will melt with a 
holy pity, his influence will be exerted, his true 
and fortune.'expended, in promoting the know­
ledge of the glory of God; and should the I >rd 
call him to the blessed work, he will, almost with- . 
out a pang, quit the comforts of his home, andp 
“leaning” in full confidence “on his Beloved,” has­
ten to join the faithful, yet small and sometimes 
fainting band of laborers, engaged in reaping the 
harvest of the worid. He will bear in mind that 
“the disciple is not above his master, nor the ser­
vant above his Lord,” and will prepare to suffer 
persecution, yea, even death itself for the cross of 
Christ. When those for wiiose sake he has left 
the joys of Christian fellowship rise up against him; 
when the “ heathen rage and imagine a vain thing,” 
he will remember that his Lord “came to his own 
and his own received him not;” and when the per­
verseness and prejudice of those who know not 
God tempt his mind to weariness, and his heart to
mitigate every evil that flesh is heir to—that the 
reign of bigotry and superstition shall come to an 
end—that infidelity and vice shall not inflict, their 
thousand ills on mankind—that wars, with their 
long train of miseries, shall cense—that oppression, 
private injustice, fraud and violence shall not, al­
ways crush one half of the human race into the 
dust—that the world shall again become like the
and one continued anthem of thanksgiving ascend 
to the Great Creator. D.
Fbr the Gambier Observer, 
THE EXAMPLE OF CHRIST.
It is perhaps one cf the most striking features ! faintness, he will “consider him that endured sue?} 
of Christianity, that, in the recorded actions of its j contradiction of sinners against himself,” and he
The moral world, which had long been recedin
will learn to “take pleasuie even in persecution,’ 
if by them he may be enabled to win souls ts 
Christ.





r of his faith, fol- 
>», distress, perse- 
■teas neril." and even inartyr- 
i prepared a crown of glory 
rayand when his labor of 
ted; when he shall have “ fin- 
hiin to do,” he shall, together 
ull'ered, and shall suffer for 
j that crown from the hands 
put his trust, and live and 
no surrounded by those joys 
nor ear heard, nor hath 
P man to conceive.”
H. C.
Ft Me Gambier Observer. 
HISTORICAL.
Prior to the reign of Tiberius not the slightest 
mention is made of any thing that resembles Chris­
tianity in any of the writings which have come 
down to us. Allusions are made to it in most all 
subsequent authors, with more or less directness 
and fulness, until it became tho prevailing religion 
of many parts of the world.
AU are acquainted with the account given in the 
<- Acts of the Apostles” of the origin and propa- 
, ation of Christianity. This account is confirmed 
bj many historians, to whom appeal is made with 
confidence in all casfs.
Suetonius represents the Christians as very nu­
merous in llo.ne, in the reign of Claudius who 
came to the purple, A. D. 11, seven years after 
d’tr Lord’s death.
Tacitus say* ih.it a vast multitude wens burnt, 
j.an .1. various other ways destroyed in the reign 
nt Nero. It . well known also, that this same au­
thor mentions Christas being the founder of the 
Christian religion, that he was born in Judea, and 
w.is t. acilietl by the Procurator Pontius Pilate.
Aman, who lived about 25years after the death 
id ( nrist. ppcaks of Christians being at Home, 
ind that their conduct was so exemplary that it 
vim a ccmnion paying \ ban a man's* practice be- 
in i! his profe«sion, Hint he is not a Christian, but 
I Ul$£FfTll)Icr»
Justin Mailvr, in the year 146, says that there 
s im nation, of whatever name, and whatever mode 
< lit u ere prayers end thanksgiving are not of- 
L'red up to the rather and Creator of all in the 
aae.io oi the crucified Jesus.
Lucian, who lived at flic time of the Antonincs,
I -t* years after the death of Christ, in speaking of 
>hc death ol a philosopher who had embraced the 
• iiristi m faith, represents that the number of the 
lit i ims was very large, that they showed the 
freatest regard lor each other's welfare, and in 
iact proves that their conduct in every respect 
w.i conformed to the requisitions of the Gospel.
'farms A m elius, A. I). 161, speaks of the 
Christians and describes their fortitude.
<>al»n, who lived A. D. 131, bears tho same tes-
N< n.tims, A. 1). —- observes that, “ the Chris­
tum religion was diffused throughout the whole 
wo id to the very ends of it.”
furtulliun, A. I). 200, says ton Roriian Govern-1 
or, “ We arc but of yesterday, and yet have filled 
the place, the senate, every thing but the temples.”
I rom the representations of the Bishop of Home 
■ a i ii ecian persecution, A. D. S51, there were 
more than 90,000 Christians in Route at that time, I 
mt in name, in such unpropitious times, but in 
.rutfi. ] hts was n great number if we consider J 
that it was the residence of the emperors, and that 
ie i diets against.*the Christians would be there 
very severely executed.
i j?’PAd,n’ ,wh° flourishe<1««the reign of Dio-| 
k *' * «90, says that Alexander Severus, l
P r.Vgn VOnlmenced A« D- 222, had an image 
hu'hr'r n H Vr,v?te chapel, and would have 
1 ‘ n, 1 ’)Pn’P e, but was dissuaded from his
he Jf-' -! i U l hCnj w,’o said that if
>o.i (, i >np i. (vs design all the world would ■ 
become chr.stianr. A ,hk. 1
"even in the |.<lgment# these priests, of the su 
Pl2i^CoSt'r£hen teacher of rhetoric
A. D. 306, asks “Is i">"> »“ afr?“™e thf Jacra- 
faitli that in so short » space of time, thet sacta 
meets of Christ’s great name dl^sed ov'“
world?—that men ofbeat gentus.lovetour reh 
gion, despising those things wherein btlore they
" ThedEmperor Julian, who obtained the purple 
A. D. 361, concedes that in the days ot John the 
Apostle, great numbers in many cities of Greece 
and Italy embraced the religion ol Jesus. He 
bears ample testimony to the sanctity of t leir 
lives, their benevolence and piety, and says the 
success of Christianity is owing to these causes. 
He also exhorts the heathen priests to form their 
lives upon what plainly appears to be the Christian 
model. The unsuccessful but crafty attempts oi 
this Julian to destroy Christianity, and to prevent 
the fulfilment of the predictions in the New testa­
ment, in regard to Jerusalem, are wed known.
We have thus in authors ot undoubted credit, 
an uninterrupted chain ot historical facts in regard 
to our religion from its origin in Judea to its diffu­
sion into every part of the world. D.D.
For the Gambier Observer. 
INFANTILE INTEMPERANCE.
“IShe fed it to him.” These were the
very words. They were uttered by a little girl as she 
c:,iiie running from the apartment of a mother and 
her infant, to tell it to her play-fellow. The child 
had been taught to detest “the accursed thing,” 
and as she gave the intelligence, horror was depict­
ed on her countenance. It was all understood, and 
the words have made a deep impression on my mind.
“She fed it to him.” She, whose heart must 
have been warmed with at least instinctive love for 
her offspring, thus afflicting him with a curse as 
baleful as his most deadly foe could wish! She, 
who, like all other mothers, must have hoped to see 
her son one day l'JSe to tsotnc station of huuui, tllus 
preparing him to exert an influence as deadly as 
the breath of the African Simoom and finally for 
a death of infamy. Yes, she, to whom God had 
intrusted a little immortal that she might teach 
him the way of wisdom, and guide him in the 
paths of peace—thus early plunging him into that 
whirlpool whose vortex is Death and whose abyss 
is Hell!
“Sheyet/ft io him.” What mild and gentle 
nourishment was it which she gave her little one? 
Was it that food which a kind Providence had pro­
vided, ov was it any thing which however it might 
please could never injure ? No—no—it was a poi­
son pregnant with ten-fold death. Death to the 
peace of those who might hereafter be bound to 
liim by any ties of tenderness—death to all his 
earthly joys and all his hopes of future bliss.
“ She fed it to him"—toiler son—on whose arm 
she hoped to lean for support when manliness 
should have settled on his brow, and age have 
clothed her head in white. But alas! should the 
sickly thing survive and in his after-life produce 
such Iruits as we might expect to grow from seeds 
like these, his mother must reap bitterness indeed. 
If she bans on him for aid, she leans upon a bro­
ken reed that sooner or later will pierce her to the
very soul: And all this because “he loves it”__
because “he cries for it!” For these were the ex­
cuses the mother made. Supposing then he should 
cry for an open razor for a play-thing, would that 
be given to him ? It might with perfect innocence 
compared with this. For then when he once had 
learned by sad experience the nature of that dread­
ful instrument, he would cry for it no more: but 
in the other the desire increases in proportion as 
that de<tirc is gratified, till the love of ardent spi­
rits becomes almost constitutional, and sottishness 
almost physically necessary.
If this should meet the eye of a single mother 
who is given to this practice, as she regards the
•*n**’}, she desires peace iq her
old age, as she truly loves her offspring, as she 
fears the curse which Heaven has denounced 
against ail drunkards, let her beware, nor ruin 
her child in body and soul! S. E. F,
THE ROTUNDA.
A little book with this title has lately fallen into our band­
it professes to contain characteristic sketches of those clerical 
and lay gentlemen who take a leading part in the anniversary 
exercises of the several religious and benevolent societies in 
Ireland. Two friends are supposed to go to the Rotunda an 
Episcopal church in Dublin where these societies general!- 
meet, and as the several speakers come in and ascend the plat 
form, one of them enquires the names, and the other gives the 
characters. 'The gentlemen here sketched, with very consid*. 
rable fidelity, are persons of note in the religious world, and 
highly respected by all that know them. They are the Rev- 
George Hamilton; Rev. Dr. Singer, Fellow of Trinity Col- 
lege; Paulus /Emelins Singer, Counsellor at Law; Rev. Ro 
bert Daly ; Rev. B. W. Matthias, and Rev. Richard T. p 
Pope—all members of the established Church, In the little 
work from which this extract is made, the individuals are in­
troduced as attending different meetings: we have thrown 
them together.
James.—Who is that man with the round head 
and light brown hair, who is surveying the audi­
ence with his spy-glass ?
Edward.—That is the Rev. G. H——, a man of 
much talent, an excellent Hebrew scholar, a good 
and approved Biblical critic; he is also before the 
public as the able and very eloquent defender of 
the Bible at the Carrick-on-Shannon discussion. 
But, my dear Sir, if you xvould wish to have your 
admiration of him remain undiminished, take him 
by his writings, and not by his speaking; he is 
one of the very few’ whose speeches are better 
when read than when delivered. His manner is 
to me extremely disagreable; he holds his head 
up in the air, and seems to address a chairman and 
audience on the ceiling; he throws out his mattc& 
so fast, so unfeelingly, you might suppose it was 
a cchooiboy Tattling Off 1110 taak lie ljatt gOt t)V 
rote, and that, as play hour was at hand, he was 
speaking against time. Then there is a severity,
I would almost say a superciliousness about the 
man, that mars the effect and usefulness of what 
he has to deliver. A phrenological friend of mine 
says, that he perceives that the organ of arro­
gance is considerably developed on his cranium.- 
But my friend from Edinburgh is fanciful; besides, 
if he be right, and arrogance be the developement 
of nature, thanks to that holy energy which has 
destroyed its existence in his heart, by the trans­
muting power of Divine grace.—After all, my 
good Sir, if you have patience to pass over the 
mode in which his ideas are delivered, you will 
have, your attention amply repaid by finding his 
matter fraught with the erudition of a scholar, and 
the unction of a Christian.
James.—That well dressed gentleman with light 
colored hair, and purple glassed spectacles, who 
seems, from the nods and smiles he is dealing a>- 
round, to be very generally acquainted on the 
platform?
Edward.—That is the Rev. J. S—, D.D.F.T.C.IL 
—Doctors of Divinity formerly displayed their 
erudition in the external form of a big white wig; 
it was as the bush at the door, bespeaking neat 
wines within—but modern divinity has the head 
bare and the eyes covered. The assisted eyes de­
note acquaintance with the midnight lamp; so that, 
perhaps, the pair of spectacles is as good a sign to 
hang out as the sign of the wig. But, indeed, ifl 
this instance the "spectacles don’t promise more 
than can be performed. Here is a man of truly 
Christian views, of decided talents, of extensive, 
well-selected and varied erudition; as a gentle- 
{ man, a scholar, and a Christian, amongst his fellows 
I he has no fellow. You need not fear that he won t 
speak to-day, he is liberal of his aid, is the ready 
and powerful Auxiliary to these meetings. He is 
' never drawn on but he accepts a»d honors the 
i draft, As a speaker, I certainly consider him as
GAMBIER OBSERVEB. Id
perhaps the most finished, the most faultless, the 
most useful on the Dublin platform; neither too 
hot nor cold; without extravagance, and yet with 
sufficient animation, he delivers his speech a little 
too dolorously; rich in feeling, rich in illustration, 
he loves to make all the stores of his mind tributa­
ry to the great Christian cause; viewing every 
thing with the eye of a philosopher, a scholar, 
a Christian-—“quicquid tetigit, ornavit,”—what­
ever he touches he embellishes; and, whether he 
throws the light of his eloquence on the state of 
the Jew, the enslaved African, or the persecuted 
Vaudois, he brings more matter, more feeling, 
more fancy to bear on the subject, than any man 
I am acquainted with.
James.—Who is that tall and rather pale looking 
man who sits on the right-hand side of the chair? 
he has not the look of a clergyman.
Edward.—You might guess from the distinct fa­
mily resemblance, that he is brother to the gentle­
man I have just spoken of. P. 7E. S------ , by pro­
fession is a lawyer, an old and well-tried advocate 
for these associations; I may say they have been 
his clients from their infancy; w’ithout a fee he al­
ways takes up a brief in their cause; I have never 
seen that platform that he has not been on it, and 
have never seen him there that he has not spoken; 
and long may he continue to be thus the standing 
dish at the Rotunda, for, sure I am, he has given 
ample entertainment, as the sincere friend and 
useful auxiliary to this Christian cause. Often an 
amusing, always an edifying speaker, he is very 
well at bringing forth a fact; he can clothe that 
fact with much keeping and vraisemblance ; he al­
so evinces much industry in the search, and pru­
dence in the selection ot his facts; hut sometimes 
he evinces some bad taste, and ill regulated fancy 
in the mixture and clashing of his metaphors; and 
his mind, like the surface of a stream when its re­
flecting power is disturbed, presents
Glittering fragmantw of u bitAcn miii,
Banks, trees and skies in quick disorder run.
But the fault I principally find with this gentle­
man, and, in good truth, I do hot consider it at 
all confined to him, is, the propensity to making 
apologies; I have seldom heard this old stager of 
the platform come forward, that he has not an­
nounced his own want of ability, and made an ex­
cuse for such an humble individual as he, attempt­
ing to address such a meeting—really this is not 
“ben trovato.” He and others ought not to force 
Cowper’s ironical lines on our recollection—
The modest speaker is ashamed'anil grieved 
To engross a moment’s notice, and yet begs,
Begs a propitious .ear for his poor thoughts,
However trivial, all that he conceives.
Sweet bnshfulness!!
James.—Where is Robert Daly, (he man I have 
heard so much about? I thought he never de­
serted his post; I thought he could not be absent 
from his favorite society, to which, I hear, he has 
given (he tribute of his gratitude as being his best 
help in his walk of ministerial usefulness.
Edward.—Ah! Daly is absent againt his will, 
and sure I am, that'though absent in body, his 
master-mind is this day with the society, and we 
have his wishes, his prayers, and his. whole heart. 
Unfortunately he is not well; much against his 
will he is forced to absent himself from those 
meetings which he was so much accustomed to 
delight and control; strong and stout as his body 
looked, it is not equal to the working of his stronger 
mind; though the scabbard be of iron, the Da­
mascus blade, in the sharpness of its temper can 
work through it. And Daly has preached, talked, 
lectured, catechised, disputed and controversiali- 
sed, until, (as it is said) the organs of his voice 
have become relaxed, and he is ordered to Eng­
land to escape from the pulpit and the platform. 
The R. Catholics say, that Priest M’Sweeny^s 
question at the discussion at Carlow, stuck like a 
burr in his throat,' and he cannot extract It; but 
we would say, with more truth, that if the result 
qf that meeting had any effect on his health, it
, must have been caused by seeing men, calling 
. themselves Christians, exciting an uproar, acting 
as craftsmen, and bringing a whole town into con­
fusion, as, full of wrath and fearfulness for the 
falling off of their gain, they cried, “Great is Di­
ana of the Ephesians.”
James.—Who is that little compact-bodied man 
with his hand on his umbrella, with the short black 
boots?
Edward.—Why, don’t you know the Rev, B. W. 
M------? I thought every one knew him, the Sec­
retary, I would pay, the “sitie qua non” of the Bi­
ble Society—the popular pet preacher of Dublin 
—the man of the Christian people, him who has 
worked scriptural preaching out of evil report 
into good report; the first, as I am sure he will 
remain while he lives, the foremost Christian ora­
tor in Ireland, aye, and in England, and Scotland 
to boot. This old veteran friend of all these 
Christian Societies, (as in truth he is the friend ot 
every thing that tends to the welfare of immortal 
souls,) has lately refrained, himself from speaking 
much at these meetings; he does well to husband 
his constitution, for it is worth all care—but he 
certainly will speak to-day. A bird might as well 
attempt to fly without a wing as the Bible Society 
Meeting get on well without him—and my good 
Sir, you may, when you hear him, be astonished, 
and perhaps also you may he much disappointed. 
His powers are very versatile, but their exhibition 
is often very uneven—so versatile, that I have 
been informed by one who went with him on a 
tour through Ireland, to promote the interests of 
the Bible Society, that when he spoke every day 
for a month in the respective towns through v, hich 
they travelled, though he spoke on the same sub­
ject, namely, the benefits and extension of the Bi­
ble Society, yet every day he broke fresh ground, 
every day he produced new matter, and perfectly 
astonished my friend, with the freshness, the fer- 
titility, t he exuberance of his mind—but, as I said, 
he is unequal—mountainous countries owe their 
charm to the unevenness of their surface—it is, 
after you pass over the dull and heathy deserts of 
Kerry, that Killarney hurts in splendour on your 
astonished view, with all its woods and lakes, and 
hills;—it is from the cold and dreary glacier that 
th.e sun is seen to rise in fullest glory from Mount 
Blanc—so it is with M------ . You arc called of­
ten from what is tedious, often from what is tame, 
to witness the coruscations of his risen mind, as­
cending, as it does, to illuminate, adorn, and re­
joice the heart;—going forth as a giant to run his 
course. But M. comes forward to speak, not at 
all with the “prima facia” promise of a man of ge­
nius; he advances to the front of the platform with 
a shrug—there is a sort of caricaturish sneer upon 
his countenance—there is a meagreness in his 
voice, a singularity in his figure.—He puts me in 
mind of an air baloon before it is separated from 
its ropes and ligaments—there is an awkward kind 
of rolling way with it,—there is an outlandishness 
in the bottles and tubes and chemical machinery 
prepared for its expansion—even when the ropes 
are eiR it often rises with difficulty, it seems fear­
ful of leaving the earth, it trembles at its own 
adventurousness, the car often strikes the ground, 
it is often entangled amidst trees and chimnies; 
but at length a current of air catches it, ott’it goes, 
rising with inexpressible majesty, cutting the 
clouds, soaring through fields of light, the object 
of admiration, the subject of almost adoration to 
the assembled multitude.
But yonder comes the notorious Mr. P------ .
You see he is likely to make converts to Popery. 
—To be serious, that is the great controversialist, 
the estimable lecturer on the Scriptures, the emi­
nent preacher—he who so fully, so surprisingly 
took up the cause of the word of God, and in ma­
ny a discussion, but especially at Carlow, evinced 
that in the amazing grasp of his memory, and the 
accurate arrangement of his intellect, he could 
carry and convey, in a speech of a day s length, 
the whole range of controversy, between the:
'.■'■-LL-L « b ■1 J- J. J'IK—g
Churches of England and Rome. It did, indeed, 
surprise all who heard or even read his speech on 
that occasion, and still the wonder grew 
“H»w one small head could carry all he knew. ” 
Observe now, Sir, what a fine contour of head 
what force and martliness are expressed in the 
dark curling of his hair; how much grace and 
thought are seated on that brow—what vigorous 
originality in that black and deep sunk eye—what 
sensibility and sweetness play about that mouth. 
With a face finely marked without being hand­
some, with a figure commanding, without being 
beautiful—there is a man! See him in the field— 
see him where you may, you must remark and ask 
who is that—for his body is transparent and his 
mind shines through it. Oh! what a tragedian he 
would have made 1 But thanks to divine grace, 
what a Christian he is made! But when he rises 
to speak is he the most finished as he is the most 
powerful and popular orator of the day ? Certainly 
not, in my view. 1 cannot perceive that he is re­
markable fior depth or originality of thought. I 
do not recognize his mind returning from its voy­
age of discovery over the kingdoms of science and 
taste, and unlading its bright, and gorgeous trea­
sures. 1 do not perceive that he listens and 
astonishes like Curran or Kirwan, when in their 
Olympic course, sparkles of light and glory flashed 
from their carreering chariot wheels. No, certain­
ly, there is none of this. Unequal or perhaps su­
perior to it, without exhibiting the literature of 
Singer, or the taste of Latouche, or the versatility 
and high wrought feeling of Matthias; still he is 
more magical in his power Of exciting attention 
than even any of these—and why ? Simply because 
he exemplifies the great rhetorical truth pro­
nounced by Cicero, that all depends on delivery. 
When Mr. P.- -- rises to speak, in fulfilment of 
the hint of Horace, he rushes at once into the mid­
dle of his subject. He takes fire at once like a 
train of gunpowder. His voice, which for clear­
ness and intonation, is superior to any human voice 
that ever met my ear, reminds me of the organ of 
St. Patrick’s cathedral when, in full swell it rolls 
in deep diapason through every aisle and round 
every arch. Then his figure is so commanding, 
its thinness and muscularity in diminishing front 
its grace, add to its force; there is a sacred so­
lemnity in his air and manner; his action so vigo­
rous and intense, that he stands before you the 
very personification of energy, and in some of his 
attitudes, there is a horror, a shivering excited, as 
if you were beholding the dying Gladiator expir­
ing in the cause for which lie lived and fought. 
I confess the impression Mr. P. made oil my mind 
was, that his eloquetnee partook as much of a phy­
sical as of an intellectual character—action—voice 
—and action seemed to constitute the talisman of 
his power. And as “ore llotundo” the thunder of 
voice rolled around, and as with changes of coun­
tenance that approached contorsion; with gesticu­
lation of body that trembled on the indistinct line 
that separated the sublime from the absurd, I was 
free to allow he was most eminently calculated for 
controling and carrying where he would, his cap­
tivated audience.
But the best of all are his bright, clear, Chris­
tian views; his love to expand his talents, (like an 
eagle spreading his wings and soaring towards the 
sun) for the glory of the gospel; he loves to dwell 
on Jesus; loves to preach in pulpit or platform, 
in parlor or in prison, the unsearchable riches of 
Christ; devoted to his great Master, actuated by 
his spirit, living simply for his glory. May the 
Lord, for his own great work, crown him with 
health and length of days, and may the great ob­
ject for which he would live beneath the sun, be 
fully attained, in turning his dark deluded country 
men from darkness to light, from the power of 
Satan unto God—amen, amen.
From the Boston Recorder.
Theological Examination at Cambridge, 
July 11th, 1830.—The style of the performance.
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summoned their neighbors to mass found them 
disobedient. The neglect which they beg an from 
this time to show to the worship and practice of 
the Church of Rome, was soon noticed : their re- 
lations first wished to know the cause of it; an(j 
when they learnt that this change wras owing to 
the word of God, they asked also to read it. The 
little Bible passed into their hands; they read it, 
and in a short time it produced the same effects 
upon their minds. Very soon this precious volume, 
perhaps the only one which was to be found in the 
neighborhood, went from hand to hand; and eve­
ry where, without any other aid than that which 
God grants to his own sacred truth, it obtained the 
same victories. The number of persons which it 
thus detached from the Church of Rome having 
become considerable, they wished to unite them- 
selves together. In 1811 a little church was built 
at their joint expense, and from that time this in­
teresting flock, a remarkable monument of the ef­
ficacy of the sacred Scriptures, began to be visit­
ed by tliat venerable pastor, the elder Devisme, 
w hose memory will long be cherished by the Re­
formed Churches in the north of France.
Louis Caulier was one of those who thus quit­
ted the Church of Rome. He had at that time 
two children, a son and daughter, who had been 
carefully educated in the faith of that church, but 
who, of their own accord, although still very young, 
wished to follow their father. The son was called 
Ferdinand, and is the subject of the present me­
moir.
Although the zeal of these new converts, and 
their attachment to the religion of the Bible, was 
great, they were as yet strangers to what consti­
tutes the essence of Christianity,—to that new 
birth, without which our blessed Lord has declared 
no one shall see the kingdom of God. They had 
seen their former errors, but they had not yet been
11 rt.nnrv murse of events, perish in cold blood, un- 
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“ Strong as these expressions may seem, and 
dark as is the coloring of this statement, it is short 
of the real calamities inflicted by this traffic A1 
the wars that have desolated Africa for the last 
three centuries, have had their origin in the slave- 
trade. The blood of thousands of her miserable 
,e children has stained her shores, or quenched the 
dying embers of her desolated towns, to glut the 
s which alone appetite of slave-dealers. The ocean has receiv- 
Christ the now-! ed in its deep and silent bosom thousands more, 
r that bclieveth.' who have perished from disease and want, during 
•d of its fo- their passage from their native homes to the foreign 
colonies. I speak not from vague rumours, or idle 
tales, but from authenticdocuments,and the known 
historical details ot the traffic—a traffic that cai- 
ries away at least fifty thousand persons annually, 
from their homes and their families, and breaks the 
hearts, and buries the hopes, and extinguishes the
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TENT, &C. 
of Portugal, under authority from 
miff’s, as early as the year 14-54,
“ There is,” as one of the greatest 
statesmen has declared, “something of horror m 
it, that surpasses all the bounds of the human ima­
gination.”
The cruelties attending this trade, are probably 
greater now than at any former period. The slave 
ships are now crowded to excess, and the mortality 
is dreadful. In 1816, the African Institution as­
certained, that one vessel, of 180 tons, took 530 
Slaves; of which 120 died on the passage to Tor­
tola. Another, of 272-tons, received 642 Slaves, 
and lost. 140. Anotheryessel lost 200 out of 600. 
Another 96 out of 500. Another, of 120 tons, 
took on board 600 Slaves; and though, when cap­
tured, she had sailed but 80 leagues, she had lost 
30, and many others were in a dying state.
Dr. Philip, a distinguished missionary at the
Cape of Good Hope, estimates the number annu-1 enabled to seize the first link in the chain of the
truth as it is in Jesus. They still believed,—we 
will not *>ay •with the Church of Rome, (for if 
would be unjust to confine to that corrupt church 
that fatal error,) but with all who are ignorant of 
the fall of man and the justice of God, or who ad­
mit these doctrines without perceiving their con­
sequences,—that man is able to procure his own 
salvation; that he must be the author and meriter 
of it. Thus, therefore, while on the one hand the 
Reformation from Popery made progress among 
them, and their little flock increased every year; 
on the other, the Christian life was not at ail ex­
hibited, and the love of the world still governed 
them nearly as much as formerly.
M. Devisme, being the minister of numerous 
churches, scattered throughout many departments, 
could but seldom visit this, one of the least in nu­
merical importance; so that his ministrations could 
scarcely penetrate the bosom of this little commu­
nity with the doctrine of salvation by faith in the 
blood of the Son of God. Besides which, he died 
a very few years after the formation of this little 
church. Some servants of Christ indeed visited 
them occasionally, but not remaining long among 
them, there appeared no change in their religious 
condition. “ This was the case to the year 1819,” 
continues the pastor to whom we are indebted for 
these statements, “ when it pleased the providence 
of God to conduct me to them. From my first 
visit, it was easy to discover the state of religion 
among this little flock, and to perceive the error 
with which I should have chiefly to contend. 1 
began immediately in my sermons, and in my pri­
vate conversations, to dwell chiefly upon the jus­
tification of a sinner by faith, without the works of 
the law. I endeavored to show them their state 
as sinners, to make them feel that the law of God 
could not consent to the salvation of those who 
have broken it; that it requires full satisfaction; 
but that Jesus Christ has made this satisfaction, 
obeying its precepts, and dying under its curse; 
that the pardon of the sinner is to be found only 
in the work of the Redeemer; and that the me­
thod appointed by God for its attaintneat is by
ally exported, at 100,000. in 1823, Mr. Ashniun 
wrote from the Colony, that at least 2000 Slaves 
were annually exported from capes Mount and 
Montserado. In 1824, the African Institution re­
ports 120,000, as, the number exported from the 
coast, and presents a detailed list of the names of 
txvo hundred and eighteen vessels, believed to be en­
gaged in the trade during that year. In 1827, one 
hundred and twenty-five vessels sailed from Cuba 
to Africa, for Slaves. Within the last eleven years, 
322,526 Slaves have been imported into the single 
port of Rio Janeiro; that is, an average of 29,320 
annually. ,
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MEMOIR OF FERDINAND CAULIER.
An honest countryman, an inhabitant of a ham­
let near the village of N------, found in 1810, in a
corner of his house, a small Bible which had long 
been there without the knowledge of any one.—- 
J.ike all the other inhabitants of the neighborhood, 
he was a Roman-Catholic, and did not even know 
the name of the Reformed religion. This man 
was religious in the sense which the Church of 
Rome attaches to the word. The discovery of a 
religious book excited his attention. He read it 
diligently with his wife; and very soon a remarka­
ble change took place in their religious sentiments, 
but they kept it secret. What struck them first 
was the little resemblance which they perceived 
between their religion and that of the Bible; and 
as they read, fully believing the Bible to be the 
word of God, the discrepancy which they perceiv­
ed between its doctrines and their former faith, 
gave them great uneasiness, and led them to sus­
pect that the path in which they had hitherto been 
conducted might possibly be a wrong one. The 
moie tney read the Bible, the more this suspicion 
was strengthened. At last it became a certainty; 
they had read with attention the word of God; 
iey found in it neither pope, nor priest, nor mass- 
s; nor confession, nor purgatory, nor any of the 
P°P,ery- Their ^science warned 
them h ney 0UgJhLt0 ffuit a church which taught 
i p badly; and for the first time the bell which
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faith, and not by works; but that true faith never ' 
fails to work by love, which is the fulfilling of the j 
law. This doctrine appeared to them, as is always : 
the case, a singular novelty; but as 1 had been 
careful rather to use the worda of Scripture than 
my own, they felt obliged to pay some attention 
to them. Still it cost them much to abandon their 
former notions. Each individual maintained them 
as well as he could, some with much warmth, es­
pecially among the elder members of this church. 
Gradually, however, the strong evidence with 
which the sacred Scriptures have surrounded the 
doctrine of salvation, made its way into some 
hearts: young men, hitherto strongly attached to 
the world, were among the first to be convinced, 
and were a powerful encouragement to me to con­
tinue to plead with others the cause of divine truth, 
which they found also the way of salvation.— 
Among those who still kept at a distance, I had 
remarked a very silent young man, with a cold and 
reserved manner, who appeared carefully to en­
deavor to hide himself among the crowd, in order 
to avoid conversation with me. This young man 
was Ferdinand Caulier. His reserve surprised me 
the more because it was not the characteristic of 
the rest of the family, especially of his father, 
whom I frequently saw; and I could not avoid 
thinking that either my doctrine or my presence, 
or both, were disagreeable to him.
“I afterwards heard that this opinion was well 
founded: Ferdinand, being much addicted to the 
pleasures of his age, saw me with vexation, be­
cause the villagers had determined, ever since I 
had been at N., to pass the Sunday evening with 
me, instead of following their usual rural amuse­
ments ; besides which, although I preached to them 
a free salvation, I insisted much upon a renewal of 
the heart, upon the necessity of conversion to God, 
upon giving up the world, and other Christian du­
ties. As Ferdinand persisted in avoiding me, I 
lost sight of him for some time? but the Lord had 
his eye on him, and was secretly tying on the 
conversion of that soul, which he had chosen as 
an elect vessel, to fill it with the blessed savour of 
Christ.
“ Ferdinand was naturally of a reflective and ob­
serving disposition; nothing escaped his notice.— 
Although the doctrine which I continued to preach 
did not piease him, he had paid attention to it, 
and his conscience told him that it might possibly 
be true; but the influence the world had over him 
was too powerful to yield at the first signal; so 
that the ‘video meliora proboque, deteriora se- 
quor,’ was literally his case.
“ One Sunday, after having heard the two ser­
mons which I was accustomed to preach to this 
little flock, he was seized with a strong desire to 
go and spend the remainder of the day in diver­
sions. His conscience at first presented some ob­
stacles; but he soon overcame them. He set out 
without paying much regard to the distress which 
his conduct would occasion his father; but towards 
the close of the evening he was seized with a vio­
lent headache, which obliged him to retire and go 
to bed, and there, for the first time, the thought 
of death presented itself to his mind with so much 
force that he was greatly alarmed. This light 
which the mercy of God had caused to shine on 
his mind, was the beginning of his conversion.— 
From that moment he resolved to renounce the 
world; and as he was endued with great firmness 
of purpose, the worid in fact lost him from that 
hour.
“All this took place unknown to me. His na­
tural reserve and timidity induced him to keep to 
himself what was passing in his mind; and I should 
long have remained ignorant of it, if a circumstance 
had not occurred, which doubtless our blessed 
Lord had appointed to bring us together. Al­
though I lived at V., because this town was the 
centre of my sphere of duty, I very frequently vi 
sited my little flock at N. They were accustom 
ed to come to a distance of several leagues to 
«aeet me. He came as far as V.; and, during at
have spent at villas in the country, have been con­
secrated by an attention to those duties belore re 
tnement to rest.
In some of the most splendid mansions in thi 
city where the hour of dining has been six o’clock 
or later, and the company numerous bom of ladies 
and gentlemen, on being invited to eonee in the 
drawing room, I have found on the tabie in the 
centre of the room a Bible and hymn books nume­
rous enough for all present; and the evening has 
been closed with singing and scripture reading and 
exposition and prayer. It is delightful to see no­
blemen and church dignitaries and laymen of the 
first eminence in the community thus fearlessly and 
fervently devoting themselves to the offices of 
Christian piety and devotion in this humble way.
In relation to the public meetings they are dif­
ferently conducted in one respect from ours.— 
Most of our addresses smell of the lamp, having 
all the stateliness and accuracy of prepared com­
positions. Here, on the contrary, they appear 
with very few exceptions, at least as to language, 
the effusions of the moment. If less elegant and 
precise, they are, nevertheless, in London, more 
full of animation and fire than in New-York; and 
if the report of them in the publications of the 
day p,aee the speakers here in an inferior light to 
ours, (who generally furnish the manuscript from 
which their addresses have been committed) they 
are abundantly more stirring and interesting in the 
delivery. The universal habit alluded to of ex­
temporaneous speaking relieved me from much 
trouble. 1 fixed in my mind the topics intended 
to be noticed, and the order in which they should 
be presented, and through the favor of God found 
no embarrassment or difficulty in clothing them in 
that humble dress beyond which I have never ven­
tured to aspire. In every instance my addresses 
have been received with evidences of approbation 
more evincive of the kindness of London audi­
ences towards strangers from America, than of 
their possessing any title to the marks of respect- 
with which they and the speaker have been favor­
ed. One mortification every speaker will expe­
rience, and that is, having his speech most mise­
rably murdered by the wretched note-takers, who 
vie with each other who shall foremost slay his 
victim. The addresses of the-morning appear in 
the evening, or at farthest the following day in the 
language of the illiterate reporter, instead of that 
of the speaker, and with all manner of blunders 
of expression and misstatements of statistics and 
facts. Brother M. and I of course fare like others^ 
and as there is no remedy, it is not worth while to 
complain. The reporter of one of my addresses 
makes me call the State of Georgia by the more 
classic or at least Italian name of Georgian!, and 
with a like preference of European to Indian ap­
pellations makes me speak not of Creeks but of 
Cretes. Another, instead of one hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars which I had spoken of as 
pledged to the fund for supplying destitute fami­
lies in the United States with the Bible, reduced 
it to twelve thousand dollars; and in another speech 
in which I had noticed Bishop Brownell's tour, 
magnifies my modest tribute of respect to that 
worthy prelate into an assertion that great chan­
ges had been produced by his ministry in the coun­
tries through which he passed. I have hesitated 
whether to send to America any of these bungling 
reports,’and in fact have concluded not to do so, 
hoping that the annual account, which is published 
during the summer, will be a little better than 
these hasty, jejune and false reports.
1 have been Astonished to see some addresses 
that have electrified the audience who listened to 
them cut so miserable a figure in print, with an 
abundance of notices of “applause,” “cheers,” 
“loud cheers,” “hear him, hear him,” where no 
reader can possibly divine what could have led to 
such expressions of approbation, the report en­
tirely omitting, or shamefully perverting or deba* 
sing the sentiments which extorted from the hear­
ers those tokens of approval, and the reporter put-
journey of rive hours, 1 had, for the first time, the 
opportunity of having a long conversation with 
him. llow great was my surprise, when this young 
man, whom 1 stnl thought far from the kingdom 
of God, made known to me that the mercy of the 
Lord had already touched his heart, and that his 
progress in the spiritual life was already evident. 
My joy was great, and his was not less in having 
thus opened his mind to me. This first interview 
became the foundation of a friendship which was 
afterwards a source of the greatest enjoyment to 
us both. I became acquainted with a fine mind: 
but little cultivated it is true, according to the es­
timate of the world, but which already exhibited 
the germ of those spiritual graces which at a later 
period developed themselves and rendered Fer­
dinand one of the most faithful and devoted Chris­
tians whom 1 have ever known.
“Although the doctrine of that free salvation, 
which to the Christian gives infinite value to the 
inspired word, had much affected him, and al­
though it had the first piace in his thoughts, he 
had also early felt the absolute necessity of obe­
dience to the will of God. He had been particu­
larly struck with that summary of the law, which 
makes love the great principle, nay, the very end 
of that obedience which God requires. The great 
aim of his Christian life was to study to obtain 
this obedience, and to cultivate that spirit of love 
to God which renders it at once easy and delight­
ful. He particularly delighted in the Lord’s day. 
Hi r.v often have I seen him on that day court soli­
tude, and without affectation retire from every 
thing which might occasion distraction of mind, 
even from the society of his family and Christian 
friends, to seek, and no doubt to enjoy, in peace, 
the presence and communion of his Lord
“ A short time after his conversion, a plan had 
been formed at N. for distributing the word of God 
, by means of colporteurs (hawkers) which has been 
successful far beyond expectation. Our first col­
porteurs having quitted N* with a good stock of 
New Testaments, had been received every where 
with eagerness; and in a few days their boxes had 
been emptied. None of the difficult ies which were 
at first anticipated had impeded them ; and thanks 
to the Divine blessing, and the co-operation of two 
Christian societies, this undertaking soon assumed 
a shape which was likely to render it permanent.
“Ferdinand felt an ardent desire to devote him­
self to this employment. No occupation appear­
ed to him so dignified, so exalted, as to pass one's 
life, however humbly, in the service of God; but 
he respected too much the authority of his father 
to undertake any thing without his consent. Be­
sides which, he felt that he ought first to ascertain 
what was the will of God, which he sought to know 
by earnest prayer. In the mean time, he was not 
less scrupulous in fulfilling the duties of his call­
ing. His time was divided between agricultural 
labor and the cultivation of his mind: lie had a 
strong desire for improvement, but his desire was 
limited to that most important species of know­
ledge—the knowledge of salvation. I have fre­
quently observed him guiding his plough with one 
hand, while with the other he held the New fes- 
tarnent, the most striking portions of which he 
committed to memory. Far from becoming less 
ardent, time only strengthened his desire to be en­
tirely devoted to the service of God; and the in­
creasing success of the colporteurs made him anx­
iously wish for the time when he might labor like 
them, if this should ever be granted to him.
be continued.)
LETTER FROM 1)R. MILNOR.
The following extracts are from a letter of Dr. 
Milnor to the clergyman who has the charge of 
his congregation in the city of New-York during 
his absence. We select them from the Philidei- 
phia Recorder.— N. Y. Ob>.
1 have scarciy ever dined abroad without having 
a i opportunity urged upon me in the way of Scrip­
ture exposition and prayer, and all the nights I
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i once a Hourishint
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Sabbath
,ince, in a town
Sabbath School 
It had dwindled, until 
it 15. I was in another, which, I 
end'd with about 15, and there are 
200. In fact, there is almost as 
in Sabbath Schools as there is in 
my own obseivation of many Sab- 
n this state, I am confident there 
improvement. I have waited long 
ae write for the Chronicle, and tell 
• details of a Sabbath School, and 
at can he done in these mountain 
up an increasing spirit in them, that 
t last all run down and disgrace our 
' no other cr.e will do it, I will ‘ try,’ 
: I can.
Suncriutendent. He should be a
; his bib md h 
notI
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us voice so t! 
he attention i 
ill be still, I ' 
•hildren, all lot 
hint; that will
it flirt, he able to explain all the Bible. But he 
uil Ii* to be able to read it rightly. He ought to 
ovc children. And he ought to he a person whom 
l.o children love and respect. One Superintend­
'd told me, he did “not know how he should get 
dong; the children would play in spite of all he 
•<»uld do." ♦•Why," aid he, “I praise them in 
very thing I can, but it does no good." But the 
act v..»«. (he man loved rum, and his face showed 
r, m! tl. children knew it. It is no strange thing 
dial a man who cannot govern his appetite should 
>c uinih! to g ivern a school.—If a man would 
piahl) him clf for a Superintendent, he should 
•Oliver*e much with little children. In this way 
ic will b arn how to make them understand him. 
fell a ch.hl a story once in a while, and the child 
nil perhaps understand a part of it. If it is a 
food story, he will follow you up with questions, 
inti) jou will at last have to talk it all out in plain 
aglisli. Then he will say, “Tell it again.’’
He should open the school by a short prayer.— 
[have I:. aid one man pray in a Sabbath School 
,ow ads half an hour; whereas three minutes, and 
:t most, five, is long enough.
J .c th" school is opened, he has something to 
Io. I :ive seen some Superintendents leave the 
mu the commencement of the recitations. 
But th i wrong. Nor should ng sit down. If 
>,ci ■ stan Is a child at the door, he should go and 
? 1. Irin to join the school, and conduct him to a 
cat. IT • thould tell Inin where to sit for (.lie fut 
ure, a-' .1 . d '• h.i name, l^e should see that no 
»ld w on a tc '< all the intermission, as I nave often 
irard. He should see that every thing moves on 
vith propriety. When the timcris past which he 
'.signs to spare to th? teachers, he should raise 
t he may he heard. Let him get 
every child. “Now if you will 
11 tell you something.’’ *Come, 
this way." Or he may say some- 
i their eyes upon him. Then let
lim go on and tell ail he knows about the lesson. 
Vid while he is explaining, he should once in a 
vhile put a question to a certain class, or to the 
i liole school and require an audible answer, And 
t'h’ie he explains and illustrates, it may be proper 
o act it out before the eye, by the hand, or by 
Baking a mark on something, or by telling a story.
It is always desirable to close with some remark, 
hat will leave on the children’s minds an inipres- 
ion that they are not yet what they should be.— 
t will ultimately injure and overturn a Sabbath 
Ichool, alw ays to be praising the scholars. They 
'ill very soon believe that they are good enough 
nd know enough already. There is no danger of 
riving a child from you by convincing him that
77 is unlit to die? Letthe school be closed, if 
convenient, by singing three or four stanzas, and 
bv 'riving out'the next lesson. The Superintend­
ent should always let his conduct be upright, and 
should let the children know he is a man of his 
wor 1. He should never disappoint the school by 
late attendance or absence. Let him treat all the 
children as so many immortal spirits, who are to 
form characters for time and eternity under his 
influence. Children’s Minister.
In an Essay on Intemperance, lately published by Dr. W. 
E. Powell of" York, Pa. the fallowing important observations
are made:— &
“ ‘ Ardent spirits are said to be necessary to la­
borers in warm weather; which we contend is 
not true, for these reasons:
The heat of the sun stimulates the surface of 
our bodies, produces perspiration, increases.men­
tal and muscular energy; but if continued, it ex­
hausts the excitability of the system and disposes 
to sleep.
Bodily exercise increases the action of the heart 
and arteries, produces perspiration, increases mus­
cular and mental energy, but if protracted, the 
individual becomes fatigued, languid, and disposed 
to sleep.
And lastly, ardent spirit produces perspiration, 
increases muscular and mental energy; with a fe­
verish condition of the system, which is speedily 
followed by languor, lassitude, and a disposition to 
sleep. Now suffer these exciting causes or stimu­
lants to operate at the same time upon an indivi­
dual, and then ask yourselves, whether the conse­
quent debility and exhaustion would not be in the 
ratio of their individual effect. Every one who 
shall read this, must, necessarily, be convinced 
that this conclusion is fairly drawn; however, we 
will not leave it unsustained. Medical gentlemen 
who reside in New-Orleans, also those who reside 
in the West Indies, agree in the opinion. ‘ that those 
who drink nothing but water are but little affected 
by the climate, and can undergo fatigue without 
inconvenience; while rum used habitually and ww- 
dcrately, as well as in excessive quantities, always 
diminishes the strength, and renders men more 
susceptible of disease.” Then if it be a fact, and 
we presume none will doubt it, that ardpnt spirit 
I dot s no good, hut injury, in those warm countries, 
is it not self-evident that it can be dispensed with 
m the warm season in this country? And further, 
Dr. Harris, and other medical gentlemen of the 
United States’ Navy, assert that those who abstain 
I from such stimulants, brook the toil and labor of 
i their station much better than those who use them; 
that they arc much less liable to disease, and when 
diseased, their recovery is more certain.”
We subjoin another extract, in which the alleg- 
j ed strengthening powers of ardent spirits are ful- 
| ly disproved:—“The training of men, in Great 
I Britain, for Pugilistic combats, is now much prac­
tised, and those who superintend the business, re- 
I sort to every means calculated to produce health 
and muscular power. From this system ardent 
spirit in every form has been proscribed. When 
the constitution is very susceptible to disease, it is 
evident that it cannot be Realty in all its parts; 
and the medical profession, from a long and mul­
tiplied series of observations, agree in the opinion 
that the use of such stimulants renders it much 
more liable to be seized with both epidemic and 
contagious diseases.”
MR. JOSEPH WOLFE.
The following ss Mr. Lewis Way's just and eloquent deser
of his fervid friend.
M oli’e apppars to be a comet without any j 
helion, and capable of setting a whole systei 
Arc. V* hen I should have addressed him in S 
heard of him at Malta, and when I suppose 
was gone to England, he was riding like a ri 
angel in the whirlwinds of Antioch, or stan 
on; ppallcd among the crumbling towers of A 
ro, A njan, who at Rome calls the Pc-pe
dust of the earth,’ and tells the Jews at Jerusalem 
that ‘the Gemara is a lie;’ who passes his days 
in disputation, and his nights in di gging the Tai. 
mud, to whom a floor of brick is a feather bed 
and a box a bolster; who makes or finds a friend 
alike in the persecutor of his former or present 
faith; who can conciliate a pacha, or confute a 
patriarch; who travels without a guide, speaks 
without an interpreter, can live without food, and 
pay without money—forgiving all the insults he 
meets with, and forgetting all the flattery he re­
ceives ; who knows little of worldly conduct, and 
yet accommodates himself to all men, without 
giving offence to any; such a man (and such and 
more is Wolfe) must excite no ordinary degree of 
attention in a country, and among a people, whose 
monotony of manners and habits has remained 
undisturbed for centuries.
As a pioneer, I deem him matchless. < Aut 
inveniet viam aut faciet;’ but if order is to be 
established* or arrangements made, trouble not 
Wolfe. He knows of no church but his heart, no 
calling but that of zeal, no dispensation but that 
of preaching. He is devoid of enmity towards 
man, and full of the love of God. By such an in­
strument, whom no school hath taught, whom no 
college could hold, is the way of the Judean wil­
derness preparing. Thus is Providence showing 
the nothingness of the wisdom of the wise, and 
bringing to nought the understanding of the pru­
dent: thus are his brethren provoked to emula­
tion, and stirred up to inquiry. They all perceive, 
as every one must, that whatever he is, he is in 
earnest; they acknowledge him to be a sincere be­
liever in Jesus of Nazareth; and that is a great 
point gained with them; for, as you know, the 
mass of the ignorant and unconverted deny the 
possibility of real conversion from Judaism.
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Onio Convention—Knowing that persons are often pre­
vented from attending diocesan conventions, by not having 
been reminded of them in season to make the necessary ar­
rangements for absence from home, we would apprise our 
readers betimes that the next convention of the diocese of 
Ohio will be held in this place on Wednesday, September 8th. 
It may be well, also, to mention that on the first day of its 
session, our college commencement will take place; on the 
seaond will be held the anniversary of the Missionary Society 
of the Diocese, and on the third, (if not before) the anniver­
sary of the Frayer Book, Sunday School and Tract Seciety of 
Ohio.
In looking forward to meetings of this kind, it too often 
happens, tliat we do not fully realize their importance, nor 
feel the heavy responsibility incurred by those who take apart 
in their proceedings. There is peculiar danger cf this where 
the number attending is very small, and the time occupied by 
business but very short. Such we know is the case here. 
With us in Ohio it is as yet the day of small things—the dio­
cese is comparatively insignificant, and may long continue so. 
Perhaps, however, this instead of lessening, actually increa­
ses our obligation: much—very much depends on those to 
whose lot it falls to lay the foundation. But aside from 
this, in no case is it a trifling matter to legislate for the church 
of God. Who can foresee the manifold bearings and conse­
quences of the simplest measure? In affairs ecclesiastical and 
civil, the greatest events often arise from causes which to short 
sighted man seemed very insignificant. What was designed^ 
only as a temporary provision, or intended only to apply to 
an individual case, or whatever the design, was adopted after 
a few moments’ reflection, may extend in its influence far be- 
yond our own time and borders. Even in the way of exam­
ple, the diocese of Ohio,, obscure and feeble as she is, may do 
much and exert an infiuenc where she little thought. Of this 
remark we were feelingly convinced the other day while turn­
ing over an excellent little volume lately given to the world by 
the Rev. Mr. Bickersteth of London, entitled the iC Christian 
Hearer.” Urging upon professors of religion and Christian 
ministers not to be conformed to this world, but to be trans, 
formed by the renewing of their minds, he' allude? to the
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lutton of the Ohio Convention of 1825, which declares it in­
consistent with the principles of our holy religion that Chris­
tians should indulge in the fashionable and vain amusements 
of the world, inasmuch as they have a direct tendency to cheek 
die progress of vital religion; and that it is their duty not only 
to abstain themselves, but to use their influence with their fa­
milies and others to keep them from such practices. If we 
mistake not, the first thought which this incident will suggest 
to those who supported that resolution will be, how unlikely 
it was that it should ever be held up for imitation before the 
English public; and the next thought certainly should be, 
how truly unworthy we are of the distinction. The fact, how­
ever, may well teach us a lesson—that the humblest portion 
of Christ's church is as a city set upon a hill, and that in the 
capacity of its officers and legislators as well as private mem­
bers, we should constantly supplicate the Father of lights and 
the God of all wisdom that we may be enabled to see and 
adopt those measures which will best promote his glory and 
the salvation of men.
Confirmation__ On Saturday July 31, the parish of Grace
Church, Berkshire, was visited by Bishop Chase accompained 
by Rev. James McElroy. Confirmation was administered to 
seven persons—morning prayer was read and sermon preached 
by the Rev. Mr. McElroy, Next day a confirmation was 
held and the communion administered in Delaware. Here 
seventeen persons presented themselves for “the laying on of 
hands,” and quite a goodly number appeared at the table of 
the Lord, i
Vermont Convention—We have just received the journal 
of the proceedings of this body. It was attended by nine cler­
gymen (all we believe that arc in the State) and 12 lay dele­
gates. From the parochial reports it appears that the whole 
number of communicants in the Diocese, is 571, and t hat the 
addition during the year has been 67. On some parishes a 
peculiar blessing seems to have rested. What thanks does not 
the writer of the following report owe to the divine Head of 
' he Church for the success which during ten short months has 
attended his labors, divided as they are between two parishes? 
yes, and what a privilege it is to hear the word of God is
mightily growing and increasing any where amongst -us.
“ Trinity Church, Fairfield, and Grace Church, Sheldon.— 
The present Minister of these churches took charge of them 
last July. They were then in a languid condition, not having 
had a clergyman for some months previous. His prospects at 
first were discouraging, but by the Divine blessing upon his 
labors, a great improvement immediately took place. In 
Trinity Church there have been 23 Baptisms, 3 marriages, 8 
Funerals. Sunday School Scholars, 80. Communicants, 80. 
Additions to the number of communicants, 30. A Parish 
and Sunday School Library has been established. Exertions 
are now making to increase the number of books. In Grace 
Church, there have been 26 Baptisms, 2 Marriages, 6 Fune­
rals, Sunday School Sehoiers, 40. Members of the Bible 
Class, 20. Communicants, 53. Additions, 10. The Fe­
male Missionary Society of these churches is prepared to con­
stitute their pastor a life member of the Domestic and Fo­
reign Missionary Society. The ladies have also made a box 
of clothing lor the family of our Missionary to Greece, the 
Rev. Mr. Robertson. The Minister attributes much of his 
success to frequent lectures, and prayer meetings, which he has 
held in various parts his parish. He has also, in company 
with Rev. Mr. Nash, performed service, and preached in the 
neighboring towns. A church will probably soon be erected 
in liighgate.”
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______ INTELLIGENCES ~____
DOMESTIC.
Singular Fact—By a comparison of the journal 
of the weather of last December with that of last 
month, we perceive that the thermometer at noon 
on the 21st of June, the summer solstice, was at 
54 degrees—-Jour degrees lower than at noon on the 
25th of last December! At nine o’clock P. M. on 
the 24th of December the mercury stood at 54 
degrees.—Portsmouth Journal.
FOREIGN.
Books in France and Germany.—The number of 
books published in France from 1814 to 1826,
amounts to 33,775, and in Germany to 50,303.__
Considering the number of books published in Ger­
many within the last thirteen years, a man, read­
ing one book daily, would have to live 191 years 
166 days, in. order to read them all.
House of Commons.—The British 1 louse of Com­
mons is composed of 658 members; of which num­
ber England furnishes 513, Ireland 100, and Scot­
land 45. The house of Lords consists of about 
400. The Church is represented by 4 Bishops 
elected from Ireland, and the 2 Archbishops and 
24 Bishops of England. The Scotch Peers (70 
in number) have 16 representatives in this house, 
and the Irish (150,) 28.
China.—Leangafa was employed most of the 
last summer in writing Christian essays and para­
phrases of Scripture. He has a great desire to be 
allowed to print and distribute tracts in the interior 
of China, but Dr. Morrison apprehends his being 
attacked by the government, “which is remarkably 
hostile to the name and religion of Jesus.”—Ver­
mont Chronicle.
Captain Hussey of the ship Minerva, who left 
Liverpool at 12 o'clock on the 24th. of June, in­
forms us that in coming out of the harbor, about 
the usual time of the arrival of the London mail, 
he heard heavy guns on shore, which he thinks 
were very probably occasioned by the receipt of 
intelligence announcing the death of the King. 
We mention the circumstance, without attaching 
to it any particular importannee.—Jour of Com.
Sunday in Paris.—Attempts are making in Pa­
ris to persuade the grocers and coffee-house keep­
ers to shut up shop on Sunday. According to the 
French papers, this imitation of merry England 
will not. succeed in merry France. If this should 
take place, observes one of the editors, “the next 
step will be in imitation of England and the Unit­
ed States, to shut up the saloons, and even the thea­
tres! Let us not be more Catholic than the Pope 
himself.”—N. Y. Statesman.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
Ordained—By Bishop Griswold, on the 15th 
July in Warren, (It. I.) ltey. George W. Hathaway, 
priest., and S. Crane, deaupn. On the 28t.h, in 
Salem, (Mass.) Mr. Chauncey Colton, priest.
Consecrated—By Bishop.Griswold, on the 15th 
July, St. Mark’s Church, Vfarren, R. I.
Confirmed—By Bishop Glrisw’old, on the 15th 
July in St. Mark’s Church, Warren, ^lt. I.) four 
persons, and in St. Michael's Church, Bristol, five 
persons.
By Bishop Brownell, on Wednesday the 14th 
inst. in St. Peter’s Church, Hebron, 4 persons.— 
On Friday the 16th, in St. James’ Church, New- 
London, 6. On Saturday the 17th, in St. John’s 
Church, Poquatanuck, 10. On Sunday the 18th, 
in Christ Church Norwich, 51.
The corner stone of the new Episcopal Church, 
over which the Rev. Mr. Weller, formerly of Phi­
ladelphia, is about to preside, was laid at Nash­
ville, on the 5th ult. with the usual ceremonies. 
This is the first edifice ever commenced in that 
State for Episcopal service.
SUMMARY.
Steam Boats in England.—There are nowin Eng­
land 342 steam vessels measuring 31,108 tons, and 
navigated by 2,745 men.
Sporting on the Sabbath.—Fifteen young men 
and boys were drowned at Summerland, (Eng.) 
on Sunday, May 23, while visiting a West India- 
man in a pleasure boat. One was to have been 
married the next week, and two of the boys were 
truants from a Sunday School.
The Cherokees.—The Cherokee rheenix states 
that the President has sent a notification to the 
Cherokees to meet him at Nashville next month, 
there to enter into a treaty.
In the waters of the State of New'-York, there 
are 91 steam-boats; including 5 Canadian boats.
Eight children and grand-children of the Afri­
can Prince have been ransomed for 3,100 dollars, 
and arc now in Brooklyn, N. Y. expecting to sail 
| for Liberia in October next.
Hostilities are reported to have re-commenced 
between the Greek&pnd Turks at Syra. No quar­
ter is given by either party.
The library of the Duke of Sussex is said to 
contain no fewer than 4000 Bibles—comprising a 
copy of almost every edition of the Sacred Scrip­
tures ever published. The owner of this valuable 
collection intends to bequeath it to Trinity Col­
lege, Cambridge.
The Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Mary­
land offer a premium of 100 dollars for the best 
Essay on the nature and sources of malaria or nox­
ious miasma.
George D. Prentice, Esq. editor of the N. E. 
Review, is engaged in writing a Biography of the 
Hon. Henry Clay.
It has been ascertained that there are 500,000 
persons in Ireland who cannot speak the English 
language, and 1,500,000 who speak it but very 
imperfectly.
Early Independence.—It seems that the town of 
Plympton was so desirous of independence as to 
declare itself independent before Congress did, as 
appears from the following copy of records:
“ At a town meeting held at Plympton, May 23, 
1776, the said town voted unanimously, “indepen­
dence on Great Britain.”
The Supreme Court is now in session at Salem 
for the trial of several persons for the murder ef 
Mr. White.
The Colonization Society will despatch a vessel 
from Norfolk for Liberia on the 1st. of Oct. with 
100 Emigrants.
The Church at Mayhew, under the care of the 
Presbytery of Tombigbee, consists of 155 com­
municants, of which 120 are native Choctaws, and 
the greater part of them full blooded.
The University of Oxford now contains 5264 
members; the University of Cambridge 5263.
Thomas Parker. U. L. D. has been elected Presi­
dent of the Philadelphia College of Physicians, 
Thomas C. James, M. D. Vice President, and 
Charles D. Meigs, M. I). Secretary.
Nine thousand seven hundred andffty-eight teach­
ers and scholars are reported as having professed 
religion during their connection with the Sunday 
schools belonging to the American Sunday School 
Union.
The U. S. soldiers on Governor’s Island, (Fort 
Columbus) applied some months since to Govern­
ment to appropriate the cost of their rations of rum 
towards the erection of a hospital for superannu­
ated soldiers. One hundred and fifty soldiers 
signed the application.
A London paper mentions that the Princess 
Victoria Alexandriana, Heir Presumptive to the 
throne, is to take the name of Elizabeth.
The collection in the churches of Massachusetts 
as far as heard from, on the 4th instant, for the 
benefit of the Colonization Society, amounted to 
883 dollars 80 cents.
The sum proposed to he raised by subscription, 
for the purpose of enabling the New-York Uni­
versity to commence its operations, has been sub­
scribed, and preparations are making for its or­
ganization, with the prospect of increasing its re­
sources.
Professor Newman, Munich, is about to leave 
London, for China, with a view of studying the 
language and literature of the country on the spot. 
The Royal Academy of Berlin, has placed at his 
disposal 1,500 dollars for the purchase of Chinese 
books.
One man in New-York, and one in Norfolk, Va. 
have lately been bitten by mad dogs.
WANTED,
'ISO be employed in this placp, one baker, one tailir, end a fcw si oe.
| makers. None need apply but those of good moral character.Awo'«sf 13- • 1>«
POETRY.
•tore ii i« read, the iblkxiag extract may appear too long : 
> reading it, we believe every lover of true poetry and 
Mure imagery will pronounce it short enough
THE LEPER.
M Room for the leper* Room*” And as he came 
The crv pasvd on—“ Room for the leper! Room!” 
Sunrise was slanting on the city gates
Rosy and bosutiful, and from the hills 
The early risen poor were coming in 
Ihilv and cheerfully to their toil, and up 
Ruse die sharp haruinej's elink, and the far hum 
Ol inoviug wheels and multitudes astir,
And all that in a city murmur swells,
I’nlieard but by the watcher’s weary ear 
A< bingjs ith night’s dull silence, or the sick 
Il tiling the welcome light, and sounds that chase 
The dectn-like images of the dark away.
“ lloom for the 1 per!” And aside they stood 
N . r io, anj child, and pitiless manhood—all 
Who met him on his wov—and let him pass. .
A n I onward through the open gate he earn#,
A leper with the ashes on his brow, 
backcloth about bis loins and on his lip 
upping painfully and slow, 





’Twas now the depth 
Of the Judean summer, and the leaves,
Wli<>»e shadows lay so still upon Ids path,
Had budded on the clear and flashing eye 
Of Judah’s loftiest noble. He was young,
And eminently beautiful, and life 
M tulle 1 in eloquent fulness on his lip,
And -pinkled in his glance, and in his mien 
There was a gracious pride that every eye 
Followed with lienison —.11 id this was he!
With tiie soft airs of Summer there had coinc 
A torpor on his frame, which not the speed 
Of Ins best barb, nor music, nor the blast 
Of tlie buld huntsman's horn, nor aught that stirs 
The spirit to its bent, might drive away.
mnI beat not as wont within his veins; 
a vrept o’er his eye; a drowsy sloth 
d Ida limbs like pulsv, and his port,
11 its loftiness, Mieincd struck with eld. 
is voice was changed—u languid moan























ie place of the clear, silver key,
1 and sense grew faint, as if the light, 
air, were ateeped in sluggishness, 
with it awhile, as manhood will, 
proud fur weakness, till the rein 
1 within his grasp, and in its poise 
vy jerccd like an aspen sliook. 
day lie lay ns if in sksp. 
grew dry and bloodless, and white scales, 
uh livid purple, covered him.
Ids 11 lib grew black, and fell away 
dull flesh alxiut t hem, and the hues 
I beneath the hard unmoistuned scales, 




Die incense lamp 
1 with a struggling light, and a low chant 
I through the hollow arches of the roof 
articulate wail, and there, alone,
[ to ghastly thinness, Melon knelt.
hues of the melancholy strain
1 the distant titles, and lie rose up,
i:ig with weakness, and bowed down his head
ic sprinkled ashes, mid put off
illy raiment for the leper’s garb,
‘h the sackcloth round him, and his lip 
"■**—stood still
nltar of the 
teat of God.
oalhsor
Waiting to hear his doom
Depart! depart, O child 
Of Israel, from the temple of thy God,
For He has smote thee with his chastening rod,
And to the desert wild 
From all thou lov'st away thy feet must flee 
That from thy plague 11 is people may be free.
Depart* and come not near 
The busy mart, the crowded city, more;
Nor set thy foot a human threshold o’er,
And stay thou not to hear 
*es that call thee in the way; and fly 
n all who in the wilderness pass by.
Wet not thy burning lip 
[reams that to a human dwelling glide; 
n-st thee where the dovert fountains hide,
Nor kneel thee down to dip 
ifer w> • re the pi’rrrim bends to drink,
i rl --—•well, ©j river’s grassy brink,
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And pass not thou between 
The weary traveller and the cooling breeze,
And lie not down to sleep beneath the trees
Where human tracks are seen,
Nor milk the goat that browseth on the plain,
Nor pluck the standing corn, or yellow grain.
And now depart! and when 
Thy heart is heavy, and thine eyes are dim,
Lift up thv prayer beset-chingly to Him
Who, from, the tribes of men,
Selected thee to feel his chastening rod—
Depart! 0 leper! and forget not God!
And he went forth—alone! not one of all 
The many whom he loved, nor she whore name 
Was woven in the fibres of the heart 
Breaking within him now, to come and speak 
Comfort unto him. Yea—he went his way,
Sick and heart-broken, and alone—to die!—
For God hath cursed the leperj
It was noon,
And Helon knelt beside a stagnant pool
In the lone wilderness, and bathed his brow,
Hot with the burning leprosy, and touched 
The loathsome vzater to his fevered lips,
Praying that he might be so blest—to die!
Footsteps approached, and with no strength to flee, 
He drew the covering closer on his lip,
Crying “Unclean ! Unclean!” and in the folds 
Of tlie coarse sackcloth shrouding up his face,
He fell upon the earth till they should pass .
Nearer the stranger caine, and bending o’er 
The leper’s prostrate form, pronounced his name. 
—“Helon!”—the voice was like the master-tone 
Of a tick instrument—most strangely sweet;
And the dull pulses ol' disease awoke,
Anil for a moment beat beneath the hot 
And leprous scales with aYestoring thrill.
“Helon! arise!” and he forgot his curse,
And rose and stood before him.
Love and awe 
Mingled in the regard of Melon's eye 
As he belie lil the stranger. He was not 
In costly raiment clad, nor on his brow 
The symbol of a princely lineage wore;
No followers at his back, nor in his hand 
Buckler, or sword, or spear—yet in his mien 
Command sat throned serene, aud if he smiled,
A kingly condescension proved his lips,
The lion would have crouched to in his lair.
1 lis garb was simple, and bis sandals worn;
IIis stature modelled with a perfect grace;
His countenance, the impress of a God,
Touched with the open innocence of a child;
His eye was blue and erfhn, as is the sky 
In 1 he serenest noon; bis hair unshorn 
Fell to bis shoulders; and his curling beard 
I he fulness of perfected manhood bore.
He looked on Helon earnestly awhile,
As it his heart was moved, and stooping down
He took a little water in his hand
And laid it on his brow, and said, “Be clean!”
And lo! the scales fell from him, and his blood 
Coursed with delicious coolness through his veins, 
And his dry palms grew moist, andon his brow ’
1 he dewy softness of an infant’s stole.
His leprosy was cleansed, and he fell down 
Prostrate at Jesus’ foci, and worshipped him.
MISCELLANY.
Mr. Newton and Ur. Taylor.—“Have you 
read my Key to the Romans?" said Dr. Taylor, of 
Norwich, to Mr. Newton. “ 1 have turned it over. ’ 
“You have turned it over! And is this the treat­
ment a book must meet with, which has cost me 
many years of hard study ? Must I be told, at 
last, that you have ‘turned it over,’ and then thrown 
it aside? You ought to have read it carefully, 
and weighed deliberately what comes forward on 
0 serious a subject.” “Hold! you have cut me 
out full employment, if my life were as long as 
Methuselah’s. I have some what else to do in the 
short day allotted to me, than to read whatever 
my one may think it his duty to write. When I 
read, I wish to read to good purpose; and there 
are some books, which contradict on the very face 
of them what appear to me to be first principles. 
You surely will not say I am bound to read such 
hooks. If a man tells me he has a very elaborate 
argument to prove that two and two make five, I 
have something else to do than to attend to his ar- 
ument. If I find the first mouthful of meat 
which I take from the fine looking joint on my ta­
ble is tainted, I need not eat through it to be con­
vinced 1 ought to send it away.”
From, the Boston Recorder 
THF RAISING.
It is not a little amusing, Mr. Editor, to observe 
the alacrity and promptness with which Temper, 
ance men move now-a-days. As I am something 
of a ‘traveller, I pick up now and then an anec. 
dote for my note-book, and I find none more 
pleasing than some which relate to the progress 
of Temperance reform. The other day in S„ 
Mass, and while resting there, I was pleased to 
learn that there was a “raising” a mile or two dis­
tant, at which no rum was to be provided. It 
was in a neighborhood, as I afterwards learned, 
where the rum-thirst has not much abated, and 
the raisers collected on the ground, were mostly 
such as held on upon the “good creature,” and 
though coffee and cake, &c. were abundantly fur­
nished, the hands were not satisfied, but clamored 
for rum. The barn won’t go up without rum, was 
the significant threat uttered., just as they had 
come to the heavy timber.
While surveying the pleasant village where I 
rested, a young man rode up, as if on some ex­
press, and announced the information, that the 
hands had deserted the raising, because there was 
No rum there; rum it seems being the individual 
price of a neighborly favor in that neighborhood, 
no sooner was it made known, that cold water re° 
cruifcs were wanted, than the men in the village, 
who I learned were friends of the Temperance 
cause, turned out at a moment’s warning, and soon 
were on the ground which had been deserted by 
the rum men; and notwithstanding the boasting 
proclamation, that the barn ■would not go up with­
out rum, up it did go in good order, and the tem­
perance volunteers, after partaking of a well pro­
vided supper, returned home with the hearty 
thanks of every friend of temperance. I over­
heard a remark or two, from which I gathered the 
information, that the desertion of the frame was a 
matter previously contrived among the bottle men, 
it being known, that their neighbor at whose 
raising they expected to be invited, belonged to a 
Temperance Society, and would not probabiy fur­
nish any ardent spirits on the occasion. But when 
they found that the barn did go up, and that their 
anti-temperance project was put down, and their 
prediction proved to be a thing of nought, it must 
have been a subject of no small chagrin and mor­
tification. The honor of such a desertion is not a 
distinction, it is presumed, which the good people 
of that town will covet; nor will the friends of 
lemperance there be discouraged or alarmed at 
opposition, which shall show itself under such cir­
cumstances, as I have here noticed. Viator.
July, 1830.—>
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